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Introduction

This practicum that I did was partaking in the scholars course 

CPSS240, which was the Robotics service learning class. Our class 

was divided into groups of around 4-5 people that each went to a 

different school. When we arrived at the schools, we divided the 

students up into as many groups so that each one of us had a certain 

number of students. 

The class also involved doing extensive research of how different 

factors, such as wealth, race, or gender can affect students’ 

education and the education of generations to come. 
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Discussion:

One of the main topics of our class, CPSS240 was regarding how race 

or wealth can impact education. We got to see that firsthand at the 

school we went to, which was around 90 percent minority students and 

most of them had free and reduced lunch. The school was a little

overcrowded, and it was interesting to see how this affected the 

students and their education. 

Site Information:

Name of Site: Martin Luther King Jr. Middle School

Address: 4545 Ammendale Rd, Beltsville, MD 20705

Your supervisor: Timothy Reedy

The mission that we had was teaching middle school students 

robotics, which involved helping them learn how to build and code 

designs while working in teams. Some other goals were to be on 

time to the sites, work hard in producing good lesson plans, and help 

the students work well with each other and listen to us.

Issues Confronting Site:

• The amount of traffic and difficulty in leaving UMD caused us 

to struggle to be on time. 

• The amount of students in the classrooms made it hard to 

organize everything and finish everything on the lesson plans. 

• Our visits to the school were unfortunately cut short due to the 

current situation of COVID-19. We were not able to finish the 

grand challenge with the students. 

Activities:

Each class planned a grand 

challenge that the students 

would do throughout the 

semester. In our class, the 

grand challenge involved 

having the robots have a 

soccer shootout, with one 

robot being able to move to 

the ball hit it into a goal and 

the other blocking. 
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To help with the 

timeline of the 

project, we created a 

course map and 

planned mini 

challenges that the 

students would do 

during different weeks 

that were part of the 

overall goal. (left)

Each week we had to 

prepare lesson plans that 

we thought would help 

teach the students and also

align with the goals of the 

project. (below)

I personally feel that we had a big impact on the students in creating positive 

education experiences that can help motivate in school. Whenever our group entered 

the classroom the students would be very excited and ready for the lessons. In the 

future, I would want to research more about ways that we can support more funding 

to lower income area schools and ways that schools with minority students can get 

better education. 


